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Abstract 

World is increasing with over population, people requires more health care according to health 

wise. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) provides very life expensive application for the 

users.  Mobile ad hoc network are of two types infrastructure and infrastructureless 

network.  Mobile ad hoc networks comes under infrastructureless wireless networks. This type of 

network is very less expensive and no need to go for infrastructure. Every user should have good 

internet connection. Application contains 2 sides, client and server sides. SARAH - HUB is 

server side working software application which gives best performance in the worst time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless industry has seen exponential growth in the last few years. The advancements in 

growing availability of wireless networks and the emergence of wireless networks and handheld 

computers, personal digital assistance PDAs and cell phones is now playing a very important 

role in our daily routine. Two types of wireless networks:one is infrastructure networks and 

another one infrastructureless networks.  Infrastructure and infrastructureless networks both are 

wireless networks. Infrastructure networks are of two types 1.  Single-hop network and 2.  Multi 

hop network, same way infrastructureless network is of two type 1.  Single-hop network and 

2.  multi hop network.  Hop network is nothing but network(s) and each network with nodes and 

where packets are to be passed from one network to another network.  Single-hop means where a 

packet is sent from source to destination without the help of any other  network. Multihop means 

packets are send from one network to another network from source to destination network as 

shown in below figure 1. 
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A multiple path is established from source to destination with the help of other network(s), 

example source is A and want send information to destination I via node(s) C and F. 

Infrastructure network single-hop, example is your Wi-Fi  wireless network at your home, you 

have a router and it is connected to various devices system/ PC, different mobile phones and 

other resources, this type of network is called infrastructure. Infrastructure network multi hop 

can have an example of GSM, Global system for mobile communication, where a message or 

data is sent to friend mobile, who is located Geographical, far distance from source and data is 

passed through different networks to destination.  Infrastructureless network single-hop takes an 

example of Bluetooth where infrastructure is not required. Infrastructureless network multi hop 

take the example of ad hoc. Ad hoc carries from infrastructureless network under wireless 

network. 

An ad hocwireless network is collection of mobile nodes or PC or desktop, which transforms to a 

temporary network without the aid of centralized and administration or support device regularly 

available as conventional networks. Thus a node may forward packets between other nodes as 

well as run user application as shown in below figure 2.Mobile node can be a router 

or host, router will be sending packets between the nodes and it will receive the packets from 

other nodes, best example for MAN is walkie talkie. By nature these types of network are 

suitable for situations. Ad hoc wireless network is found in many applications in various fields 

like defense, critical situations,  and sensor network.  Since the network nodes on mobile, an ad 

hoc network will typically have dynamic topology profound effects on network characteristics. In 

network,child machines which are loaded with battery, CPU limitations, memory consideration 

andbandwidth. Furthermore, wireless (radio) media will also affects the behavior of the network 

due to fluctuating link bandwidth resulting high error rates.   

 

2. Literature Survey 

 

[1] ChandrashekharGoswamiet. al,  author focuses on infrastructureless wireless networks 

(CBRT-LPUV)  abbreviated as cross-layer and reliable opportunistic routing with location 

prediction update vector used to predict nodes location dynamically even at high node mobility 

situations. The model implemented in the NS2 and performance level is good but it is expensive. 

Using this model author calculated end-to-end delay time, packet delivery ratio and network 

lifetime metrics. 

[2] SanamNagendranet. al, author focuses on  Mobile ad hoc networks rapidly 

growing  communication system which is best Don node type of communication which is called 

as multi hop. Author projects the details on parametric estimation of  ad hoc on-demand distance 

vector, dynamic source  routing and destination sequence distance vector protocols and no focus 

on real time. 
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[3] S J Sultanuddinet. al, focuses on STMR -  secure token based multipath routing protocol 

using this protocol for hybrid clustering and path selection algorithm. Finally the STMR protocol 

is applied on AOMDV to verify and evaluate the performance but no focus on real time. 

[4] S J Sultanuddinet. al, author focuses on   routing protocol  mobilead hoc network. The 

proposed EQOTR protocol  is used for efficient data gathering and link monitoring techniques of 

the nodes. 

[5] E Jayanthiet. al, author focuses on challenges in MANET, nodes are used under this Manet 

and are certified. Voting and non-voting based mechanism is used for certification purpose. If 

any node is not certified that means it is malicious node.  

[6] Arshad Ahmad Khan Mohammad, et. al, author focuses on MANET  mobile notes that 

communicate with each other through Radio Communication channel, for secure network.  The 

node pass packets to nearest node,  this node can be secure not be secure,  any hacking pirate 

change the IDs office note and get the valuable packets to the black hat node. The paper focuses 

on the security of the node which contains its ID and topology table. 

[7] ThatiBalamuralikrishnaet. al, author focuses on energy-aware design of the battery nodes that 

are in wireless communication. This paper focus on energy aware routing algorithms for energy 

optimising techniques in the ad hoc networks. 

[8] G T Chavanet. al, author focuses on  dynamicity of nodes in Ad Hoc networks that are 

combined with location estimation algorithm to know the distance of each node or neighboring 

nodes of each node and their distance. 

 

3. Existing System 

 

Technology is growing day by day sophisticated are introduced to this world, Technology 

playing a key role everybody life. Technology is helping various ways like  commercial systems, 

communication system, weather, entertainment and various fields.  Technology is spreading its 

wings super giving better performance customers or  users. Same here a key role in medical 

system.  According to USA there are lot of deaths at emergency level. Last few minutes in 

everybody emergency plays a key role. Previously they used helicopter lift persons who are in 

emergency. Where it is very expensive and sometimes patient loose life. 

 

4. Proposed System 

 

It is a type of multi hop wireless networks and nodes in the network are mobile in general. The 

wireless host in such networks communicate with each other without their existing of fixed 

infrastructure and without a central control. Mobile ad hoc Network can be connected to other 

fixed networks or to the internet as shown in figure 2. Most of the adhocnetwork use the 

allocated frequency for the industrial scientific and medical (ISM) band. Adhoc Network can 

have more flexibility than other networks[21].  Adhoc networks are temporary and you can add 

nodes and remove nodes. It is better in mobility, it can be turn up and turn down in a very short 

time or period, it can be more economical considered a robust network non-hierarchical 

distributed control and management mechanisms. When we want to communication any two 

devices like mobile and your personal computer, then  go to control panel and select network 

connections and add adhoc network to your Windows 10 operating system, then automatically 

your mobile and PC come to adhoc Network, you can add more devices or break the adhoc 

Network. There are lot of ad hoc network applications, group of people with laptops and they 
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want to exchange files and data without having an access point mobile hotspot is one of the 

example for this type. Adhoc network is most used in defense field (DoD), it is suitable for 

military communication where there is no network infrastructure. 

There are several challenges that ad hoc network faces limited wireless range, hidden terminal, 

packet losses, routes changes, devices heterogeneity  and battery power constraints. Adhoc 

network will not have any infrastructure that means no base station, no back bone and no server. 

No network operators required so it is self-organization, self-configuration and self-healing. 

Multi hop wireless communication contains the nodes sometimes node is also called as mobile 

and this mobiles can communicate with each other in the same network or different networks. 

The other kind of environment an ad hoc network is emergency rescue operation[21]. The ad hoc 

form of communications is especially useful in public and research and rescue applications as 

shown in below figure 3. 

 

 

 

Medical teams require fast and effective communications when they rush to a disaster area to 

treat victims. They cannot afford the time to run cabling and install networking hardware. The 

medical can employee ad hoc networks (mobile nodes) such as laptops and PDAs and can 

communicate via wireless link with the hospital and the medical team on-site. For example a user 

on one side of the building can send a packet destined for another user on the far side of the 

facility, well beyond the point-to-point range of WLAN, by having the data routed from client 

device to client device until it gets to its destination. This can extend the range of the WLAN 

from hundreds of feet to miles the concentration of wireless users. Real-time communication is 

also important since the voice communication predominates data communication in such 

scenarios. Below figure 3 shows the adhoc Search-and-rescue application. 

Aggregate ad hoc networks is shown in figure 4. 
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Each node belongs two levels of topology:  low level (node level) and high level (zone level) 

topology. Individual node may carry with two ID numbers node ID number and zone ID number. 

Normally, aggregate architectures are related to the notation of zone. In aggregate architectures, 

we find both intrazone and interzone architectures,hierarchical architectures.A further 

classification of ad hoc networks can be performed on the basis of the hardware configuration of 

the nodes. There are two types of node configurations: homogeneous networks and 

heterogeneous networks.   

 

5. Implementation 

 

On-demand ad hoc routing protocols - reactive protocols are also called on-demand routing 

protocols[21]. These protocols create the routes to a destination only when required. The route 

Discovery procedure is triggered whenever send data to find the distillation node, and the route is 

maintained through the route maintenance procedure until the route is no longer required. In this 

manner communication overhead is reduced and battery power is conserved as compared to 

proactive routing protocols. As shown in below figure 5 there is a topology table in each node. 

When there is a request in node 1 to transmit data to node 4, the route discovery process starts by 

broadcasting to all nodes searching for node 4. When Note 4 receives this is this message, it 

responds to the request to build the route to node 1. The process is complete once a route is found 

for all possible route permutations have been examined. Once a route has been established it is 

route maintenance procedure. 

 

 

The advantage of on-demand routing protocols lies in the fact that the wireless channel does not 

require to carry a large amount of routing overhead data for routes that are no longer used. This 

advantage may be reduced in certain scenarios where there is heavy traffic to a wide range of 

nodes. Thus, these scenarios have a strong impact on performance. In a scenario including large 

amounts of traffic to several nodes, the route setup traffic can rise higher than the constant 

background traffic to preserve the correct routing information at every node. Still, if sufficient 

capacity is available, the compact efficiency (increase overhead) may not influence other 

performance methods such as throughput or latency. On-demand/reactive routing protocols are 
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dynamic source routing protocol (DSR),  ad hoc on demand distance vector routing protocol 

(AODV),  location aided routing (LAR),  associativity-based routing (ABR) and signal stability-

based adaptive routing protocol (SSA).  These protocols find paths to destination only when 

needed (on-demand) to transmit a packet. Our concern is related to dynamic source routing 

(DSR) protocol, this is a source based routing protocol, on-demand protocol periodically 

exchange the so-called beacon (hello) packets, hello packets are used to inform neighbours about 

the existence of the node and DSR does not use hello packets. The basic approach of this 

protocol is as follows: during root constraction DSR floods a route request packets in the 

network.  Intermediate nodes forward route request if it is not redundant. Destination node replies 

with route reply, route reply packet contains the path traversed by route request packet and the 

receiver responds only if this is a first route request and not a duplicate. 

The DSR protocol uses the sequence numbers, route request packet carries the path traversed and 

sequence number and the sequence numbers are used to prevent loop information and nodes 

check it. The DSR also uses route cache in each node, if node has a route in the cache, this route 

is used. 

Proactive routing protocols enable each node to keep up-to-date routing information in the 

routing table. This routing table is exchanged periodically with all other nodes, as well as when 

network topology changes. Thus, when a node needs to send a packet, the route is readily 

available. However, most of the routing information that is exchanged is and undesired. Proactive 

routing protocols are also called table-driven routing protocols. Below figure illustrates the 

concept of proactive protocols. For example, if node 1 wanted to send some data to node 4 on the 

previously prepared topology table, which is stored in Note 1. Table parsing is faster and requires 

less power than searching the entire network for a destination. If the network nodes do not have 

frequent mobility, then the topology table will not consume too much power. DSR is another on-

demand protocol designed to restrict the bandwidth consumed by control packets in ad hoc 

networks by eliminating the periodic table-update message required in the table driven approach. 

The sender knows the complete hop-by-hop route to the destination, and those routes are stored 

in a route cache. The data packet carries the source route in the packet header. There are two 

major phases in this protocol. The first is root discovery, which is achieved by flooding the 

network with RREQ packets. The destination node upon receiving an RREQ, responds by 

sending an RREP packet back to the source along the same route traversed by the incoming 

RREQ packet. Any node can update its cache when it receives are forward a packet containing 

source route information. The route cache can be used to reduce the number of packets flooding 

the network. The second phase is root maintenance. Based on DSR protocol a novel model called 

e-guard Medical system is shown in figure 6. 
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Algorithm 

Step 1: Public who want e-guard Medical System should login or register. 

Step 2: User should follow guidelines or minimum requirements for sensors, mobile and internet. 

Step 3: Users report is monitored by electronic gadgets and information is passed to server-end 

Step 4: Client-side information is received by SARAH – HUB. Search-and-reach-application-

help – HUB. 

Step 5: Server has information about the nodes like hospital, emergency, ambulance and police. 

Step 6: Based on requirements solution is identified and information is stored in the repository 

for future use. 

Step 7: Based on Dynamic Source Routing Protocol nearest node is identified and processed. 

Flow chart as shown in figure 7. 

 

 

6. Testing 

 

e-guard Medical System using DSR protocol, this protocol is used efficiently under manet 

domain.  With low infrastructure/ infrastructureless wireless network we can save human life. 

There is a wrist watch  or medical sensor can be attached to human body via app provided by e-

guard Medical System. Public can register through online application of website provided by the 

e-guard Medical System. e-guard Medical System has two parts client application and server 

application.  Client application will be available in user mobile or any other electronic gadget 

like tab or personal computer.  Server version will be available at SARAH - HUB office.  Server 

application will be monitoring client application  based on the emergency. Client application will 

get the details of the patient or user regularly from the sensors. Based on sensors reading server 

application will be search-and-reach-help-hub (SARAH - HUB),  based on the of the patient 

sensors server application will identify the solution. Solution means identifying the nearest 

nodes, nodes on nothing but resources like hospital, emergency, ambulance and police. An alert 

message is send to resources based on the problem of the patient or user. Healthy user can also 

register for the website, any person at anytime using minimum requirements or guidelines can 

become a user. Every user should have good internet services. By using so  we can human life in 

the emergency conditions. 
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Annual deaths in USA is shown in below figure 8. 

 

Reduced death rates due to e-guard Medical System as shown in below figure 9. 

 

The medical diagnosis CSV file, named Medical_Diagnosis.csv, contains the diagnostic data 

related to a medical invoice. Each row of the CSV file relates to one row in the 

Medical_Invoices.csv file by the INVOICE_ID field. There can be multiple diagnosis rows 

relating to one invoice. 

Each field in the following table must be included in the CSV file in the order listed, but the 

fields can be empty. The fields can be empty except for INVOICE_ID and DIAGNOSIS_ID. 

 

 

Table 1 Medical diagnosis CSV required fields. 

 

Field Description 

DIAGNOSIS_CODE A string value that identifies the type of 

diagnosis 

DIAGNOSIS_ID A string that serves as the primary key by 

uniquely 

INVOICE_ID A string that serves as a foreign key, this field 

is reuired to join to medical_invoices.csv 

 

 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

As population is increasing day by day the medical requirements are also taking its shape every 

day. Based on medical requirements this paper is designed.  Computer networks plays a key role 
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in today's world. More research is going on networks and security domains. Computers are very 

user-friendly medical solutions. In this scenario SARAH - HUB is designed.  Infrastructureless 

wireless network with dynamic source routing protocol are used to identify patient or user or 

human body with sensors giving data to the client version application. Based on emergency 

mobile app send the data to the server. Based on  emergency server will respond to the client 

app.  Client can install the app in mobile or  any other electronic gadget and see that their good 

communication with server. With less expensive we can have a good health security. 
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